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pMotoko Rich realizes that bookclubs aren't for everyone (NYTimes, Sunday):

....There is a different class of reader, though. They feel that their relationship with a book, its
characters and the author is too intimate to share. “The pursuit of reading,” Virginia Woolf wrote,
“is carried on by private people.”
Ms. Stead remembers having had especially intense feelings about books when she was
young. “For me, as a kid, a book was a very private world,” she said. “I didn’t like talking about
books with other people very much because it almost felt like I didn’t want other people to be in
that world with me.”
Particularly with the books we adore most, a certain reader wants to preserve the experience for
reflection, or even claim the book as hers and hers alone. Lois Lowry, an author of books for
children and a two-time winner of the Newbery for “Number the Stars” and “The Giver,” said she
recently read that Katherine Paterson, also a two-time Newbery winner and now the national
ambassador for young people’s literature, had named “The Yearling,” by Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings, as the most influential book of her childhood. “I felt a twinge of ‘no fair, that’s mine!’ ”
Ms. Lowry said. “I hastily backed off from that feeling because I know and love Katherine, and
it’s O.K. that we share the same book.” ....

Katherine emailed me gracefully that she felt the same twinge when she saw that I had named
"The Yearling" in Anita Silvey's recent book.p No, mine! she thought briefly—which just goes to
show that both Katherine and I can revert with no warning to the mentality of nine-years-olds:
scrappy and self-absorbed. It serves us well, I think; but it is probably a good thing we didn't
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choose—let me think—psychiatry or the priesthood as a profession.

A knowledgable reader (see comment to last blog) has identified our animal tracks as that of a
bobcat.p Yikes.
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